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Alternative Rings with D.C.C., I 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Unless qualified, ‘ring’ will always mean ‘alternative ring’, ancl K is a ring. 
We prove the natural extension to arbitrary rings of the classical Wedderburn- 
Artin theorem for associative ones: specifically 
THEOREM B. Suppose R is semiprime with d.c.c. 011 right ideals. Then R 
is an ideal direct sum R 7~ R, E’ ... (3 Ii, of minimal ideals R, , each of which 
is either a Cayley-Dickson algebra over its center, OY a simple artinian ring. 
(A semiprime ring is one without trivial ideals; that is, ideals 7’ such that 
[I’& (0) = T”). 
In Section 2 we consider the special case where I2 is in addition purely 
alternative; that is, has no non-zero nuclear ideals. Such rings may be thought 
of as lying at the opposite extreme from associative rings (see [h], Sect. 3). 
If I? as in Theorem B is purely alternative, we show (Theorem A) that 
R R, c;’ .. (2) R,, , with each R, a Caylep-Dickson algebra. 
If R is arbitrary it is sometimes possible to decompose R ~-: D i-:, I ‘, 
where D. the associator ideal, is purely alternative, and L’, the maximum 
nuclear ideal, is of course associative. In the prcscnt situation something 
like this approach vvorks: it turns out that if R satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem B then indeed R m:- D a C’; ‘I’heorem 1l then follows from 
Theorem A applied to D and the classical (associative) theorem applied to I . . 
The necessary machinery is developed in Section 3, and the theorem itself 
is proved in Section 3. 
In Section 5 we give an improvement on Theorem A. ‘I’his leads directly 
to a second proof of the conclusion of Theorem B under hypotheses rather 
weaker than those stated above. 
in Section 6 we list virtually all the radicals that have been proposed fur 
(alternative) rings in the literature, and show that on the class of rings with 
d.c.c. tlrey all coincide. 
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(1.2). Theorem B (with ‘semi-simple’ in place of ‘semiprime’) is asserted 
by Zhevlakov in [12], Theorem 3. An examination of his proof shows that he 
assumes R to be semiprimitive in the sense of Jacobson-Kleinfeld (see [.5]). 
Sow in another paper [ 1 l] Zhevlakov shows that if R is free of 6-torsion and 
has d.c.c. on right ideals, then the Smiley radical M(R) (see [9]) is nilpotent. 
Thus a proof along Zhevlakov’s lines of Theorem B (at least for rings free of 
6-torsion) awaits a proof that the Smiley and Kleinfeld radicals coincide on 
rings with d.c.c. This is asserted in [12], 1 ine 2 of p. 16, but no indication 
of proof is given. (Although we prove this equality in Section 6 below, our 
proof depends on Theorem B, and is therefore not available for proving 
Theorem B!) 
(I .3). In part II of this paper we will discuss analogs for arbitrary rings 
nith d.c.c. of the classical results concerning idempotcnts in associative 
rings with d.c.c. In particular, we will give a third proof of Theorem B, 
using classical methods (‘chasing idempotents’). We will also discuss the 
relation between these results and the classical structure theory for altcrna- 
tivc rings given by Zorn in 1930. 
2. PURELY ALTERNATIVE KISGS 
LEMMA (2.1). Suppose R is semiprimr and pureb alternative, and iz is a 
minimal ideal of R. Then 
(a) -3 is a Cayley-Dickson algebra oz’er its center; 
(h) =1 is a direct summand of R. 
A proof may be found in [7], (2.9). 
THEOREM A. Suppose R is semiprime und purely alternative, and satisfies 
(a) Every non-zero ideal of R contains a minimal ideal of R; 
(b) Ezery strictly descending chain of ideal direct summands of R isjinite. 
Thell R is exppressible, uniquei$ up to ovdev, as an ideal direct sum of Cuylqv- 
Dickson algebras. 
‘The converse is clear: a direct sum of Cayley-Dickson algebras is a semi- 
prime purely alternative ring having d.c.c. and a.c.c. on right and left ideals. 
Indeed, any right or left ideal is two-sided, and is even an ideal direct 
summand. 
Proof. Suppose for some m we have expressed R in the form R my 
C, @ . . . @ C, ‘3 R, , with every C’, a Cayley-Dickson algebra. This is 
trivially possible for m :-= 0, since we may take R,, -=- R. 
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If R,,, -;= (0) xv? can by (u) find a minimal ideal C,,, ! 1 of K contained in I?,,, . 
Kow the conditions on R are inherited by R,,, , since every ideal of R,,, is an 
idcal of K. SO by (2.1) R,,, C’,,, , ( .y I?,,, , 1 , xvith C,,, 1 a Caylev-Dickson 
algebra. Thus R C, (1,’ ... CL;) C,,, 1 :- 1 R,,, ,1 
In this \\-a!- we obtain a strictly descending chain I?,, I) R, 3 ... II I-!,,, 1 ... 
of direct summands of R. RJ- (1~) this breaks off, sa\- at K,, , and so our con- 
struction terminates on the Iz-th step. Rut this means that R,, (0). So 
R rl,.... ‘i C’,, is expressible in the required form. 
We deduce immcdiateh 
(‘i)ROLI,.~RY (2.2). if‘ I-? ‘: I\ as in 7%eorem A, then R has (I 1 
‘rhe proof of unicity in ‘l’hcorcm A now follows by a standard result: 
see [3], p. 42. 
:\rotc, (2.3). !t follo\vs that if ZZ is semiprime purely alternative then d.c.c. 
on right ideals implies d.c.c. on ieft ideals. In the absence of semiprimcncss 
this is false for associative rings (e.g. SW [3], p. 42). I conjecture that thr 
construction of a purely alternative counterexample would present great 
difficulties. 
:Vote (2.4). C’ondition (b) of Theorem A can obviously be replaced 11). 
(b’) Every stvictl3, ascending chain of diwct summands is jinite. 
Actually the conditions arc equivalent in any ring (not necessarily alter- 
native) which has no total (right and left) zero-divisors. 
(2.5). II’c now prove independence of the conditions listed in Theorem .\. 
\Ve rrcall these as 
(a) I:very ideal contains a minimal ideal; 
(1,) d.c.c. for direct summands; 
(c) R is semiprime; 
(d) R is purely alternative. 
:Vot (:I). Let R .lC be the Ca>-le!- algebra over the ring J of rational 
integers. Then Ii is prime; it is even free of zero-divisors. So trivially R satisfies 
(b), (c), (d). Rut the ideals of R are all of the form (n/)C (compare [4], 
Theorem 3), so that the latice of non-zero ideals of R has no minimal element. 
/Vat (h). I,et R C,,.{C‘, : ‘)I c &-I) he a weak direct sum of a collection 
{(I’.,) of C’ayley-Dickson algebras, 1: 1 indexed by .q. Since each C, is semi- 
prime and purely alternative, and since these properties are inherited undrr 
formation of subdirect sums, R satisfies (c) and (d). If S is any right ideal 
of R, it is easill- verified that S is two-sided and even a direct summand, and 
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that S ~:,,(C~, : /3 E B) for some B 2 z3. ‘Thus the lattice of ideals (: right 
ideals L direct summands) of R is isomorphic to the lattice of subsets of A. 
Since an!’ subset of A contains an atom, R satisfies (a), but if d3 is infinite 
then the lattice of subsets of .-1 does not have the d.c.c., so that R does not 
satisfy (1~). 
:\‘ot (c). Let K be the subalgebra of any split Cayley-Dickson algebra 
swln=~ 1~ ik , ~o(l , e,,, , .fl,, , elII , ~~~~~ 1, m the notation of [4], p. 42. 
.Z;,t (d). I,et R be a field. 
3. ~~ACHINERY 
Let C C(R) be the sum of all nuclear ideals of R. ‘I’hen C: is itself a 
nuclear ideal of R: the ~~zc~.~~~~~urn mcleav ideal of R (set [6], Sections 3 and 4). 
In this terminolog>- Theorem X states that Theorem B holds if U(R) ~1 (0). 
Similarl!-, let I) -= D(R) be the associator i&l of R: I> is the ideal gencrated 
by (R, R, R). l’h en \ve may state the classical \I:edderburn-Artin theorem 
in the form: if I)(R) ~: (0), then Theorem El holds. 
The idea of our proof is to apply the classical theorem to Rrp R F for 
F something like D, and apply Theorem -4 to RO mm R ~-- I’. \\:e then stick 
the two pieces together. In this section we verify that the natural homo- 
morphisms p: R + R -F and 8: R + R ~ 1,’ behave well. 
Throughout this section R is a given semiprime ring. 
LEMMA (3.1). U is the unique maximum ideal of R disjoint fnm D. 
Pvoqf’. If A is an ideal of R disjoint from n, then (A, R, R) C -4 n D ~ (0) 
implies -I z (:. Conversely (n n l')" ', lli.- = (0) yields I) n CT m- (0), 
since R is semiprime (see [6], 3.1). 
LEMX~ (3.2). NO := R ~~~ C,’ is semipvime and purely alternative. 
hoqf. If I’H is a nuclear ideal of RO: then (I/8, RO, RO) y-m (0) yields 
(I-, R, R) C CT. Rut then (I-, R, R) ir CT n II z (0); I;C I:; I?l = (00). SO 
rl(RO) (OH). 
Xow suppose d0 is a11 id 11 1 cd of RB such that (.d0j2 -= (00). Then -3” C I’, 
whence (-J, R, A) 5 A2 n II C U n 11 =- (0) by (3.1). It follows (e.g. set 
(71, 2.5~) that -4 C N(R). So -4 !I C!, and .-I@ -=~ (00). 
(3.3). Since 1’ is disjoint from 11, we can use the maximal principle to 
construct an ideal F of R maximal with respect to the properties that D ‘1 F 
and F n C’- ~= (0). In what follows we suppose such an ideal F fixed once 
for all, and denote bv p the natural homomorphism of R onto R-F. 
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I,MI~IA (3.4). Rp, = R -F is semiprime and associative. 
Pvovf. That Rg, is associatis-e follows immediately from D L Ker y. Nov\ 
Ict .-Iv be an ideal of Rp, such that (/I?)’ (09). Then dS l7 F. 
SOW set ‘I’ = (F -I A) n I ‘. Then 7’” i (F -’ A’) r‘l 1. C F n I’ (0). 
Since H is semiprime 1v-e deduce that 7’ (0). Since F v-as maximal disjoint 
from I-, F F~i-<q. Thus &-1 il F and AT mm (09). 
THEOREM H. Suppose R is a semiprime ring satisfying d.c.c. ou right ideals. 
Then R is e,ypressible, uniquely up to order, as an ideal direct sum 
R -JI G;:i ..’ is, =1,, where each A, is either a Cayley-Dickson algebra or 
a simple artinian (associative) ring. 
ProcJ M’e construct an idea1 F of I< as in Section 3, and follow the 
notation of Section 3. 
(i) RB is semiprime purely alternatil-e, and as a homomorphic image 
of R it inherits d.c.c. So by Theorem A RB is an idea1 direct sum of Cayley- 
Dickson algebras. 
Since F n C.. mu (0), H is I :I on F, so that F %FB, an ideal of RO. Then 
FB is also an ideal direct sum of C:aplev-Dickson algebras, whence so is F; 
say F Ik; ,I[ ... :FJ F, . In particular, F has a unity cF 
(ii) Rg, is semiprime associative with d.c.c. So bv the Wedderburn-Artin 
theorem Rp, is an idcal direct sum of simple artinian rings. 
Since I n P = (0), p is I :I on l;, so that C’ Y L’v, an idea1 of RF. 
Then I ’ is also an ideal direct sum of simple artinian rings, 1% hence SO is C’: 
sa\- I : 1 -> ~I i- . . . @ u,, . In particular. C’ has a unity rL. 
(iii) Set e -~ eF 4~ eLT. Since F n ( (0), e is idempotent; in fact c is 
the unity for the ideal S F @; 1” of Ii. Since Re 1 CR C S i eRe, the 
Pierce decomposition of R with respect to e has the form R R,, ‘5 R,,, 
F ,T C’ g> R,,,, . Since F is maxima1 disjoint from C’, I?,,, 6-v 
Thus R F CI C- == I;; (-t ... $FJ 1. I ‘, 1 (:‘I ... fI< I’,, is expressible in 
the required form. Since R has a I. v-c conclude as in Theorem A that the 
expression of R in such a form is unique up to order. 
-Yatc (4.2). The final result R /I ‘. C’ throws some light on the 
course of our proof. Thus it turns out that in fact F is necessarily just II 
itself, that I;B is all of RB (and not merely an ideal of RB), and that D, is 
all of R, . 
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COROLLARY (4.3). In the situation of Theorem B, 
(a) R has a.c.c. and d.c.c. on right and on left ideals; 
(b) Every ideal of R has a 1 and is a direct summand; 
(c) R is the additi,ue direct sum of its minimal right ideals. 
5. MAIN 'I'HEOREM AGAIS 
(5.1). It is interesting that for associative rings the full force of d.c.c. 
is needed (since there exist simple rings which arc not artinian), while for 
purely alternative rings the special conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem ii 
suffice. 1Ve can frame Theorem B to reflect this split: 
PROPOSITION (5.1). Suppose R is semiprime with associator ideal D and 
maximum nuclear ideal U. Suppose further 
(i) R - D has d.c.c. on right ideals; 
(ii) R - U has the chain conditions of Theorem A. 
Then R has the structure of Theorem B. 
The same proof works. This result implies Theorem B, since d.c.c. is 
inherited by homomorphic images. However, it may be thought rather 
artificial. 
We show next now to improve TheoremSsignificantly, and at the same time 
obtain another proof of Theorem B. Our conditions will be ‘localized’ to 
the ideal 0 ~~ D(R). 
'THEOREM C. Suppose R is D-semiprime, and satisfies 
(aD) Every non-zero ideal of R contained irl D contains a minimal ideal 
of R 
(b,) If R,,ZRR,>R,>... is a descending chain oj. direct summands 
of R, therl the chain R, n D > R, n D 3 ... is ultimately constant. 
The?? R can be expressed, uniquely up to order, in the.form 
where eurh Ci is a Cayley-Dickson algebra, and U is associative. 
Here n-e say that R is D-semiprime provided every trivial ideal of R has zero 
intersection with D (see [7], 2.5). 
As for Theorem -4, there is an obvious strong converse. 
Proof. Suppose for some m we can write R = C, 3 ... z, C, 5 R,, , 
where each C, is a Cayley-Dickson algebra. This is certainly true for nz -LO. 
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Set i),,( I?,,, n Il. Then /J,,, is an ideal of K, and II,,, I 1). if I),,, (01, 
I,!- (:I,~) wc can choose a minil:lai ideal i ‘)$, , I of fi contained in /I,,, Since I< 
is /I-semiprime, C;:,, 1 -L:~ (0). Also C,,, 1 /I. \I’c may no\\ appl! (2.81,) 01 
[7] to conclude that C’,,,m 1 is a C’aylev-l>ickso;~ algebra and a direct summand . . 
of R. Hcncc it is also a direct summand of K,,, 1 and \\ c can I\ rite. 
I-?,,, t’,,,l, .J K,,, l so R (‘, : ‘.’ i’,,, , ‘, R,. , 
So long as our construction procwds, L\‘c’ thus obtain a tlcsccnding chain 
R,, =, X, ~_I ... of direct summanda of K. ‘I’hc corresponding chain I),, /I, I ... 
(with /I, K, n /I) is strict!! dwxndirq-, SiilW C', 2 II, ; C', 1 I), 1 II!- 
condition (b”) \vc conclude that the chain is tin&; hence our construction 
terminates ) sa\ at the 71th stage. Rrlt this nxans that I)!, 
‘; . . . ;~ (‘ ‘t, I< 
(0); i.c. 
R 
anL{ ,I,:,, l:(c’j ” ($ f” ’ 
\kith K,, r? !j (Oj. Hence R,, is associati\.e. 
or each i, it is cIcar that R,, 
maximum nucldar ideal of K. 
1 is in fact the 
Thus R 0 [;‘) 1 :, with I) (‘1 i t’ C’,, . I~‘nicitv of this expression 
for R follow~s from the corresponding result for II (‘l’hco;em A) and the fact 
that /I and 1. arc characteristic ideals of R. 
~OHOI.I.ARY (5.2). Il’l~eorcw~ .A holds LY ‘purely alternative’ i.s veplncetl b> 
‘free of non-zero nuclear direct summands’. 
COKOI.I.ARY (5.3). In f//e situation qf Theorem C’, (f R is semiprime and 
R ~~ /I hns d.c.c. on right ideals. theu I? hus the stmcture of Theorem B. 
This provides both an improvement on Theorem B, and also an alternate 
line of proof for it. 
6. RADICALS FOR RINGS L\TIYI D.C.C. 
In this section wc show that almost all the radicals that have been proposed 
for alternative rings coincide on rings \vith d.c.c. One radical 11-e do not 
consider is the Zorn radical: a discussion of this radical is reserved to Part II 
of this paper. 
hOPOSITIOS (6. I). Considw the ~folloecin, <Jrodiruls of N rirq H: 
(a) The Baer radical RR ; 
(b) The Xloethe radical heR ; 
(c) The Smiley radical S, ; 
(d) The Jacobson-Kleixfeld radical jK ; 
(e) The Ill-own-McCoy radical JfK 
Then BR C k-R C SR C JR C iVfR . 
Proof. RR is the smallest of those ideals 7’ of I< such that R 1’ has no 
trivial ideals: see [I], Section 2. KR is the smallest of those ideals 7’ of R such 
that R ?’ has no nil ideals. Since a trivial ideal is nil, L), il A-, . 
,Y, is studied in [f/I]. It is shown there that K, L &SR 
JR is defined in [S], Section 5. ‘That SR (1: jR was proved in [4], ‘I’hcw:m 9. 
JI, can he defined as the intersection of all those ideals .I2 of K such that 
R ~ LIZ is simple with 1 : see [I I], ‘1-l eorcm 7. ‘l’hus .]I, is the smallest of 
those ideals 7’ of R such that R ~ 2’ is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of 
simple rings with 1. On the other hand JR (the intersection of the primitive 
ideals of R) is the smallest of those ideals 7’ of I< such that I< T is iso- 
morphic to a subdirect sutn of primitive rings; i.e. rings having a modular 
maximal right ideal containing no nonzero two-sided ideal. Since a simple 
ring with I is certainly primitil-e, it follo\vs that jR ; iIR 
'THEOREM Il. If R has d.c.c. on right idenls. t/m the ideals listed in (4. I), 
to,Tether with the rndicnls ‘of nil type’ of R. coincide. 
Proof. In view of (6.1) the first half I\ ill follow if we can shoiv that 
.1Y, 2 B, Now R - B, is scmiprime by definition. and inherits d.c.c. So 
t,!- Theorem B it is a direct sum of simple rings with I. By definition of .U, 
it follows that MR C BR 
Those radicals ?vFR of R M hich are ‘of nil type’ and have appeared in 
the literature can all be defined as follows: 12, IS the smallest of those ideals 
7’ of R such that R ~ 7’ is free of non-zero ideals AY of a certain prescribed 
type (depending on N). Thus to specify :Y it is enough to give the defining 
characteristics of X. Specifically. 
For the Lezitzki rudical .Y is locally nilpotent (given any finitely generated 
subring S of S, there exists )z -= n(S) such that an)- product of length II 
of eletnents of S, however associated, is zero). 
For the locally soluble radical there are two possible definitions: in one &Y 
is locally soluble in the weak sense that an!finite subset of S is soluble (see [I]); 
in the other, S is locally soluble in the sense that every fin;re/j getzerated 
.subu& is soluble. 
For the soluble radical .\’ is soluble. 
For the /eft nilpotent radical .Y is left nilpotent: that is, there exists 12 such 
that any product of 12 elements of S, associated to the left, is zero. 
Further information may be found in [I], [8], [.?I, 
If ;!TR is any one of these radicals, then R :LvR is at least free of trivial 
ideals, so that XR 2 BR . On the other hand a ring \vithout nil ideals certainIS 
has zero ;\-radical, so that ,VR L K, Thus all nil radicals lie between B, 
and I\‘, 1 whatever the nature of R; if R has d.c.c. they must coincide vith 
Bn - K,. 
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